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Abstract
Service-based systems have many applications, such as
collaborative research and development, e-business,
health care, military applications, and homeland security.
In dynamic service-oriented computing environment,
situation awareness (SAW) is needed for system status
monitoring, adaptive service coordination and flexible
security policy enforcement. Furthermore, various
application software systems in such environments often
need to reuse situational information for providing better
quality of service. Hence, to greatly reduce the effort of
situation-aware application software development in
service-based systems as well as supporting runtime
system adaptation, it is necessary to automate the
development of reusable and autonomous software
components, referred to as SAW agents, for context
acquisition, situation analysis and reactive behaviors of
the systems. In this paper, an automated agent synthesis
approach for SAW in service-based systems is presented.
This approach is based on AS3 calculus and logic, and our
declarative model for SAW.
Keywords: Agent synthesis, situation awareness agents,
AS3 logic, AS3 calculus, service-based systems.

1. Introduction
Service-based systems have been applied in many
areas, such as collaborative research and development, ebusiness, health care, environmental control, military
applications and homeland security, due to the capability
of enabling rapid composition of distributed applications,
regardless of the programming languages and platforms
used in developing and running the applications [1]. In
these systems, situation awareness (SAW), which is the
capability of being aware of situations and adapting the
system’s behavior based on situation change [2, 3], is often
needed for system status monitoring, adaptive service
coordination and flexible security policy enforcement [4].
Consider a service-based system, which has access to a
set of services, including a rescue center, rescue ships,
helicopters and medical ships, for various sea rescue

operations. The following “sea rescue” example illustrates
the importance of SAW in a service-based system, and is
used throughout the paper to illustrate our approach:
(0) The rescue center (rc) receives an SOS message from a
ship (bs) indicating that bs has an accident and some
passengers are seriously injured.
(1) Upon detecting such a situation, rc is responsible for
locating proper services to rescue the injured passengers.
(2) Based on the bs’s location and the status of various
rescue services, rc notifies a helicopter HA to pick up the
injured passengers and send them to a nearby hospital.
(3) However, before HA arrives at bs, the latest weather
report indicates that the wind in the surrounding area is too
strong for HA to fly safely. Hence, HA returns to its base,
and rc notifies a nearby medical ship to go to bs to provide
emergency medical treatment for passengers.
In this example, situational information, such as SOS
messages, weather and status of rescue services, is
required for rc to coordinate the rescue operation.
Furthermore, most situational information in this example
can be shared with or reused in other applications of this
system, such as searching for missing ships or persons.
The sharing and reusing of situational information is a
common requirement of many service-based systems, such
as Global Information Grid, which require dynamic
coordination and adaptation. Hence, it is necessary to
provide reusable SAW capability in service-based systems.
To greatly reduce the effort of situation-aware (SA)
application software development in service-based systems
as well as supporting runtime system adaptation, it is
necessary to automate the development of reusable and
autonomous software components, referred to as SAW
agents, for context acquisition, situation analysis and
reactive behaviors of the systems.
In this paper, we will present an approach to automated
agent synthesis for SAW in service-based systems. Our
approach is based on our declarative SAW model [5], and
AS3 calculus and logic for rapid development of Adaptable
Situation-Aware Secure Service-Based (AS3) systems [4].
SAW requirements are analyzed and graphically specified
using our SAW model, and automatically translated into
declarative AS3 logic specifications, from which AS3

calculus terms defining SAW agents are synthesized. We
will first briefly introduce our SAW model, and AS3
calculus and logic. Then, we will present our approach,
including service and SAW specifications in AS3 logic,
and the algorithms for synthesizing SAW agents.
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2. Current State of the Art
Substantial work has been done on SAW in artificial
intelligence, human-computer interactions and data fusion
community. The existing approaches may be divided into
two categories: One focuses on modeling and reasoning
SAW [6-12], and the other focuses on providing toolkit,
framework or middleware for development and runtime
support for SAW [2, 3, 13-16].
In the first category, Situation Calculus [6] and its
variants [8-9] represent dynamical domains. However, the
definitions of “situation” used in Situation Calculus and its
variants are quite different. McCarthy [6] considers a
situation as a complete state of the world, while Reiter et
al. [9] considers a situation as a state of the world resulting
from a finite sequence of actions. McCarthy’s definition
leads to the Frame problem because a situation cannot be
fully described. Reiter’s definition makes a situation
totally determined by executed actions. GOLOG [8] has
been developed for developing applications in the dynamic
domains. However, it cannot handle sensing actions and
no development support is provided either. Some research
has been done on developing conceptual models for SAW,
such as a core SAW ontology [10, 11] and CoBrA
Ontology [12]. They only focus on how to represent SAW.
In the second category, Context Toolkit [13] provides a
set of ready-to-use context processing components for
developing context-aware applications. GAIA [14, 15] is a
distributed middleware infrastructure aims at providing
development and execution support for context-aware
applications in ubiquitous computing environment.
MobiPADS [16] is a reflective middleware designed to
support dynamic adaptation of context-aware services
based on which application’s runtime reconfiguration is
achieved. RCSM [2, 3] provides the capabilities of context
acquisition, situation analysis and SA communication
management, and a middleware-based SA application
software development framework. However, there are no
existing approaches to automated synthesis of software
components for providing runtime execution support for
SAW in service-oriented computing environment.

3. Background
In [4], we presented a method to developing AS3
systems, which are collections of services, users, processes
and resources acting in response to certain situations
without violating their security policies. Fig. 1 shows the
architecture of an AS3 system. In an AS3 system,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of an AS3 System
organizations publish various capabilities as services. Each
service provides a set of methods as “actions” in the AS3
system. SAW Agents collect context data periodically,
analyze situations based on context data and executed
action results, trigger appropriate actions based on
situations to provide reactive behavior of the system, and
provide situational information to other agents for situation
analysis, service coordination, and security policy
enforcement. Security Agents enforce relevant security
policies in a distributed manner based on the current
situation. Mission Planning Service and Workflow
Scheduling Service generate and schedule workflows
fulfilling users’ goals based on security policies, situations
and available resources. Workflow Agents coordinate the
execution of workflows based on situational information.
This paper will only focus on discussing our approach
to automated agent synthesis for SAW in service-based
systems. Our approach is based on a declarative model for
SAW, and AS3 calculus and logic, which are developed for
the rapid development of AS3 systems. Our declarative
model [5] formally defines the constructs for SAW, and
has well-defined graphical representations for SAW
requirements. Hence, it facilitates the developers to rapidly
analyze and model SAW requirements. AS3 calculus
provides a formal programming model for AS3 systems.
AS3 logic is a hybrid normal modal logic [17] for
specifying AS3 systems.

3.1 A Model for SAW
In our SAW model, we have formally defined the
essential constructs like contexts, situations and relations
among situations and actions [5]. Our SAW model is
language-neutral and can be translated to specifications of
various formal languages, such as Transaction F-Logic and
AS3 Logic. To facilitate rapid modeling of SAW
requirements, we have defined graphical representations
for the constructs in our SAW model and developed a
supporting GUI tool for developers to model SAW
requirements. Fig. 2 illustrates the graphical representation

<<Action>>
heli:dispatchHeli

<<Composite Situation>>
readyToDispatchHeli
define
<<Situation Operator>>
and
compose

precondition
compose
<<Atomic Situation>>
criticalInjuryFound

<<Composite Situation>>
canUseHeli

define
<<Context Operator>>
rc: =(a, b)
a
<<Ctx Operator>>
rc:get_injuryStatus

b
<<Argument>>
Constant “critical”

Fig. 2. Partial graphical representations of the example
of situation “ready to dispatch helicopter to accident
location” in our “sea rescue” example. Boxes represent the
entities in the model. The type of an entity is quoted by
“<<” and “>>”. Solid lines with arrows connect entities for
composition or definition. Circles represent relations
among situations and actions. In addition, the entities are
associated with various attributes, such as context types
and termination conditions of situation analysis. These
attributes are required for synthesizing SAW agents.

3.2 AS3 Calculus and Logic
AS3 calculus [18] is based on classical process calculus
[19]. AS3 calculus can model timeouts, failures, service
invocations, and communications. Part of the syntax of AS3
calculus used in this paper is shown in Table 1. A
(recursive) process can be the inactive process, parallel

composition of two processes, a nominal identifying a
process, or a process performing an external action or an
internal computation. Continuation passing [20] is used to
provide semantics of asynchronous service invocations. In
Table 1, I:li(y)^cont denotes the invocation of the method li
of a service I with parameter y and continuation cont.
External actions involve input and output actions (as in the
ambient calculus [21]) on named channels. Internal
computation involves beta reduction, conditional evaluation
for logic control, and service invocations.
AS3 logic has both temporal and spatial modalities for
expressing situation information, as well as modalities for
expressing communication and service invocation. It
provides atomic formulas for expressing relations among
variables and nominals for identifying agents. AS3 logic
allows declarative specification of QoS requirements, such
as security, SAW and real-time requirements. Models for
the logic are processes in the AS3 calculus. Part of the
syntax of AS3 logic to be used in this paper is shown in
Table 2. In addition, we can use primitive connectives and
modalities in Table 2 to define the following useful
connectives and modalities, which are used to specify
services and SAW requirements:
 Eventually: diam(ϕ) := E(T U φ)
 Universal quantification on time: ∀t ϕ := ¬∃t¬ϕ

4. Our Approach
Our approach to automated agent synthesis for SAW in
service-based systems consists of the following four steps:
Step (1) Use our SAW model to analyze and model SAW
requirements. The process of analyzing and modeling
SAW requirements will be described in Sec. 4.1.
Step (2) Translate model representations to AS3 logic
specifications.
Step (3) Synthesize SAW agents in AS3 calculus terms

Table 1. Part of the syntax of AS3 calculus
P::=
zero
P par P
I(x1, …, xn)
E.P
C.P
P1 plus P2
time t.P

//Processes
(inactive process)
(parallel composition of processes)
(process identifier with parameters)
(external action)
(internal computation)
(nondeterministic choice)
(timeout)

E::=
ch(x)
ch<x>

//External actions
(input from a named channel)
(output to a named channel)

C::=
let x=D instantiate P
if exp then P else P’

//Internal computations
(beta reduction)
(conditional evaluation)

D::= I:li(y)^cont

(method invocation)

Table 2. Part of the syntax of AS3 logic
φ1, φ2 ::=
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formula
T
true
U
nominal
pred(x1,…,xn)
atomic formula
x~c
atomic constraint
// ~::= > | <| ≤| ≥ | =, c is a natural number
φ1 ∨ φ2
disjunction
┐φ
negation

E(φ1 U φ2)
E(φ1 S φ2)
k(u; φ)
serv(x;u;σ;φ)
∃t φ
<u> φ
φ1 ∧ φ2

until
since
knowledge of u
invocation of service σ using
input x by φ and returning u
existential quantification on time
behavior after sending message
conjunction

automatically from AS3 logic specifications.
Step (4) Compile AS3 calculus terms into executable Java
codes. A compiler for this purpose has been developed to
generate executable SAW agents on SINS (Secure
Infrastructure for Networked Systems) platform [22].
To facilitate evaluation of situations requiring historical
data, four system services have been developed:
a) appendHistory(SituName, SituData, Timestamp,
AgentName) service stores situational information and
removes outdated data. Data related to a situation is colocated with the SAW agent monitoring the situation.
b) chkSituP(SituName, ω , ε, AgentName) checks whether
the situation was true sometime within [now-ω, now- ω+ε].
c) chkSituH(SituName, ω , ε, AgentName) checks whether
the situation was always true within [now-ω, now-ω+ε].
d) retrieveRelatedData(SituName, ω , ε, AgentName,
Type) retrieves relevant context data of the situation.
Due to space limitation, the design and implementation
of these services are omitted here.

4.1 Specifying SAW Requirements
 Analyzing SAW Requirements
Based on the ontology of our SAW model [5],
developers can analyze the SAW requirements as follows:
(i) Identify the relevant services, and what contexts and
context operators are provided by the services.
(ii) Identify situations and the relations among situations
and actions (methods provided by services).
(iii) If the identified situations contain situation operators,
decompose them to atomic situations.
(iv) The atomic situations are constructed using the
identified contexts and context operators.
 Specifying SAW Requirements
After requirement analysis, developers, without any
knowledge about AS3 logic, can construct the graphical
representations of these SAW requirements (see Sec. 3.1),
and generate AS3 logic specifications from the graphical
representations using our SAW modeling tool.
The generation of AS3 logic specifications for SAW
requirements is straightforward. The specifications usually
contain three parts: service specifications, situation
specifications and reactive behavior specifications.
(1) Service specifications: Each method of a service σ is
described by the method signature m(a;b;σ;φ) and a
modality serv(x;u;σ;φ) in AS3 logic as follows:
m(a;b;σ;φ) → serv(x;u;σ;φ)
The method signature m(a;b;σ;φ) describes a method m
of service σ with input a and output b. The modality
serv(x;u;σ;φ) describes an event indicating that the agent
φ invokes service σ with input x and returns u as output.
This formula provides a mapping between service
implementations and context operators. For example, the
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following specification describes a method of service rc
for collecting the context “injStat”:
get_injuryStatus(int(ALoc); str(Stat); rc; saw_rcAgent)
→ serv(loc(ALoc); injStat(Stat); rc; saw_rcAgent)
In this specification, the variables (ALoc and Stat) used
in the modality serv are typed using their context types
(loc and injStat), whereas the same variables used in the
method signature of get_injuryStatus are typed using the
data types (int and str). This allows developers to map the
context types, which are platform-independent and only
used for high-level reasoning on SAW, to the actual data
types supported by the low-level execution platform.
(2) Situation specifications: For a situation S, which is
represented by a node Ns in the graphical representations, a
formula with the following form will be generated in the
AS3 logic specifications:
Definition → diam(k([x1, …, xn, S], AGENT)), (Eq. 1)
where x1, …, xn are the related contexts; AGENT is the
name of the SAW agent monitoring S; k([x1, …, xn, S],
AGENT) denotes S and will be used anywhere this
situation is referred to; and Definition contains a set of
operations for collecting related contexts and analyzing S.
The entire formula means that AGENT will eventually
have the knowledge about S if AGENT performs all the
operations specified in Definition.
Definition of the situation S is generated from the subgraph GS linked to node Ns through a “definition” arc. By
traversing GS, necessary operations for analyzing S are
translated to the corresponding AS3 logic formulas:
(i) For the situation operators in our model [5], ¬, ∧ and
∨ are provided in AS3 logic; P (sometimes) and H
(always) are defined using the existential and
universal quantifications on time in AS3 logic; and
Know is represented using k(u; φ).
(ii) The context operators are translated to AS3 logic
formulas using serv(x;u;σ; φ) and atomic constraints.
Attributes defined on situations (see Sec. 3.1),
including the frequency of checking situations and the
conditions for terminating the execution of an SAW agent,
are also described in the specifications. For example,
suppose a situation “a seriously injured passenger has been
found” is analyzed by saw_rcAgent every 10 time units
until the situation rescueSuccess becomes true. AS3 logic
specification for this situation is as follows:
serv(loc(ALoc);injStat(Stat);rc;saw_rcAgent) ∧ Stat = ‘critical’

→ diam(k([loc(ALoc), injStat(Stat), criticalInjuryFound],
monitor_until(10, rescueSuccess), saw_rcAgent))

(3) Reactive behavior specifications: The “trigger”
relation in our SAW model describes reactive behaviors of
the system. Specification of a trigger relation in AS3 logic
is a simple formula in the following format:
trigger(S, M),
where a method M is triggered when the situation S is true.
Fig. 3 shows partial SAW specifications in the “sea
rescue” example.

4.2 Automated Synthesis of SAW Agents
Instead of directly synthesizing SAW agents in
platform-dependent programming languages, such as C++,
Java and C#, our automated agent synthesis method first
synthesizes the AS3 calculus terms, which define SAW
agents. The main advantage of using AS3 calculus is that
AS3 calculus provides us platform-independent models of
the agents, which capture the essential processes of context
acquisition, situation analysis and action triggering. These
models can later be used in the verification of the
synthesized agents. Platform-specific compilers can be
SERV1)
SERV2)
SERV3)

AS1)
AS2)

CS1)

CS2)

RB1)

developed to compile AS3 calculus terms into executables
on different execution platforms. So far, we have
developed a compiler to compile AS3 calculus terms into
agents on SINS platform [22]. Due to space limitation, we
will not present the compiler here, but focus on the
synthesis algorithms of SAW agents in AS3 calculus terms.
 Defining SAW agents using AS3 calculus
Before presenting the synthesis algorithms, let us first
examine how SAW agents are defined using AS3 calculus.
Fig. 3 shows the specifications of an SAW agent,
saw_heliAgent, in our “sea rescue” example. Fig. 4 depicts
the AS3 calculus terms of saw_heliAgent. The main

/* service specifications */
get_windVelocity([int(ALoc), int(Time)]; int(Vel); rc; saw_rcAgent)
→ serv([loc(ALoc), int(Time)]; windVel(Vel); rc; saw_rcAgent)
withinRange(int(ALoc); bool(Result); heli; saw_heliAgent)
→ serv(loc(ALoc); bool(Result); heli; saw_heliAgent)
backToBase([ ];[ ];heli; SAW_heliAgent)
→ serv([ ];[ ]; heli; saw_heliAgent)
/* atomic situation specifications */
serv([int(ALoc), int(Time)];windVel(Vel);rc;saw_rcAgent) ∧ Vel < 10
→ diam(k([int(Time), windVel(Vel), lowWindVelocity], monitor_until(10, rescueSuccess), saw_rcAgent))
serv(loc(Aloc); bool(Result); heli; saw_heliAgent) ∧ Result = true
→ diam(k([withinRange], monitor_until(50, rescueSuccess), saw_heliAgent))
/* composite situation specifications*/
∀Time CurrentTime-30 < Time < CurrentTime
∧ k([int(Time), windVel(Vel), lowWindVelocity], monitor_until(10, rescueSuccess), saw_rcAgent)
→ diam(k([lowWindForAWhile], monitor_until(-1, rescueSuccess), saw_heliAgent))
k([loc(ALoc), accidentDetected], saw_rcAgent)
∧ k([lowWindForAWhile], saw_rcAgent)
∧ k([withinRange], saw_heliAgent))
→ diam(k([loc(ALoc), canUseHeli], monitor_until(-1, rescueSuccess), saw_heliAgent))
/* reactive behaviorspecifications */
trigger(k([loc(Aloc), windVel(Vel), not(canUseHeli)], saw_heliAgent), serv([ ];[ ]; heli; saw_heliAgent))

Fig. 3. Part of the SAW specifications in the example
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
L11
L12
L13
L14
L15
L16
L17

fix withinRange_Agent(integer ALoc) =
let bool Result = heli:withinRange(integer ALoc) instantiate
if Result = true
then ch withinRange<true>
else ch withinRange<false>.
( time 50. withinRange_Agent(integer ALoc)
plus ch rescueSuccess(string Status) . zero)
||
fix canUseHeli_Agent =
ch accidentDetected(integer ALoc, bool S0) . ch lowWindForAWhile(bool S1) par ch withinRange(bool S2).
if S0=true && S1 = true && S2 = true
then ch canUseHeli<integer ALoc, integer Vel, true>
else {ch canUseHeli<integer ALoc, integer Vel, false> . heli:backToBase()}.
{canUseHeli_Agent(integer ALoc, bool S0)
plus ch rescueSuccess(string Status) . zero }
||
fix saw_heliAgent =
{ ch accidentDetected(integer ALoc, bool S0) . withinRange_Agent(integer ALoc) } par canUseHeli_Agent) .
saw_heliAgent

Fig. 4. An example SAW agent in “sea rescue”
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process of saw_heliAgent is defined by L15-L17. L16
instantiates two sub-processes (withinRange_Agent and
canUseHeli_Agent) in parallel to analyze two situations
(AS2 and CS2 in Fig. 3). An input action for collecting the
information of “accidentDetected” situation is performed
in L16 before instantiating winthinRange_Agent. L17
recursively execute the saw_heliAgent.
The sub-process canUseHeli_Agent is defined by L8L14. canUseHeli_Agent first collects information on the
situations “accidentDetected” (S0), “lowWindForAWhile”
(S1), and “withinRange” (S2) in L9. Then the result of
analyzing the situation “canUseHeli” is sent based on the
truth value of S0, S1 and S2 (L10-L12). In addition, a
method “backToBase” is triggered in L12.
This example illustrates the following important points
on defining SAW agents using AS3 calculus:
(a) The input and output actions in AS3 calculus are used
to model communications among SAW agents. When an
SAW agent determines the truth value of a situation
named S, it sends all the related contexts and the truth
value of S through a communication channel also named
S. All other agents interested in S will receive the
information from channel S. Hence, SAW agents can be
easily reused since new applications can easily get
situational information based on the names of situations.
(b) The parallel composition and non-deterministic choice
in AS3 calculus are used when multiple input actions,
without predefined execution orders, need to be
performed by an SAW agent. Which operator should be
used is determined by our agent synthesis algorithms.
(c) The method invocation and conditional evaluation in
AS3 calculus is used to model operations on contexts.
(d) The timeout process and recursive process in AS3
calculus are used to model periodical context acquisition
and situation analysis.
 Agent Synthesis Algorithms
Given a set of SAW specifications, our SAW agent
synthesis process consists of the following three steps:
(P1) For each atomic situation, synthesize a sub-process to
analyze the situation using SynAtom algorithm.
(P2) For each composite situation, generate a sub-process
to analyze the situation using SynComp algorithm.
(P3) For each SAW agent, synthesize its main process to
initialize the sub-processes for analyzing situations
monitored by the agent using SynMain algorithm.
We will use the example shown in Fig. 4 to explain the
algorithms. The corresponding specifications are in Fig. 3.
As specified in Fig. 3, saw_heliAgent monitors two
situations: “withinRange” (AS2) and “canUseHeli” (CS2).
Hence, in (P1), a sub-process, withinRange_Agent, for
analyzing “winthinRange” is synthesized using SynAtom.
Initially, the list aL2 for storing the operations for
analyzing (AS2) is empty. Since the first atomic formula
serv(loc(Aloc); bool(Result); heli; saw_heliAgent) in (AS2)
matches the case in line 4 of SynAtom, the corresponding
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method signature (shown in SERV2) is found and
appended to aL2. The required and acquired variable lists
of (AS2) are also updated. Now, reqL2 = [loc(Aloc)],
acqL2 = [bool(Result)], aL2 = [withinRange(int(ALoc);
bool(Result); heli; saw_heliAgent)].
SynAtom algorithm:
0 For each atomic situation specification aSi:

Defi → k([x0, … , xn, aSi], monitor_until(fi, condi), A0 )

Initialize an empty list aLi to store the operations for
analyzing aSi, and two empty lists reqLi and acqLi to
store the required and acquired variables of aSi.
2 For each atomic formula Tj in Defi
3
switch(Tj)
4
case Tj is serv(Ij;Oj;Sj;A0), find the method signature
Mj from the specification of service Sj by matching Ij
and Oj, and add Mj to aLi. Append Ij and Oj to reqLi
and acqLi respectively.
5
case Tj is K(Oj;SMj;A0), where SMj is a service name
concatenated with a method name, add a an input
action to aLi, and append Oj to acqLi
6
case Tj is an atomic constraint, generate an if-thenelse statement for Tj and append it to aLi:
6a Generate the constraint evaluation for Tj,
6b Add the output action ch aSi(x0, … , xn, true) in the
“then” branch, and add the output action ch aSi(x0,
… , xn, false) in the “else” branch
6c Iterate reactive behavior specifications to find
actions to be triggered in aSi or ¬aSi, and add the
method invocations to the “then” or “else” branch
7 Get input perimeters for instantiating this sub-process
by removing all variables in acqLi from reqLi
8 Append the following statement for recursion and
termination to the end of aLi:
( time fi .aSi(reqi) plus ch condi(bool Status) . zero)
1

Since the second atomic formula Result = true in (AS2)
matches the case in line 6 of SynAtom, an if_then_else
statement is generated following (6a-6c). Now, aL2 =
[withinRange(int(ALoc);
bool
(Result);
heli;
saw_heliAgent),
if
Result=true
then
ch
withinRange<true> else ch withinRange<false>].
Since there is no more atomic formula in (AS2), the
loop from line 2 to line 6 ends. Since reqL2 contains a
variable ALoc, which is not in acqL2, an input parameter is
declared for withinRange_Agent (L1 in Fig. 5).
Next, AS3 calculus terms for the operations currently in
aL2 need to be generated and properly ordered. The
calculus term for withinRange(int(ALoc); bool(Result);
heli; saw_heliAgent) is a beta reduction in AS3 calculus:
let bool Result=heli:withinRange(integer ALoc) instantiate P

where P denotes a process of subsequent operations.

In this example, the subsequent operations is the “ifthen-else” statement in aL2, since the variable Result used
in the “if-then-else” statement is the output from the
method withinRange. Hence, P is replaced by the “if-thenelse” statement, and L2-L5 in Fig. 5 are generated.
Finally, since monitor_until(50, rescueSuccess) is
specified in (AS2), L6-L7 in Fig. 5 are generated
following line 8 of SynAtom.
In (P2), a sub-process for analyzing “canUseHeli”
(CS2) is generated using SynComp algorithm.
By scanning (CS2), the following formulas are found:
• k([loc(ALoc), accidentDetected], saw_rcAgent)
• k([lowWindForAWhile], saw_rcAgent)
• k([withinRange], saw_heliAgent)
Hence, the corresponding input actions and condition
expressions are generated following (3-4) of SynComp:
Input Actions
ch accidentDetected(integer ALoc, bool S0)
ch lowWindForAWhile(bool S1)
ch withinRange(bool S2)

Condition Exp.
S0 = true
S1 = true
S2 = true

Following (5a-5b) of SynComp, the input actions are
concatenated using “par”, and the subsequent condition
evaluation is generated (L9-L12 in Fig. 4). Finally, L13L14 in Fig. 4 are generated since monitor_until(-1,
rescueSuccess) is specified in (CS2).
After the generation of withinRange_Agent for (AS2),
and canUseHeli_Agent (CS2), the main process of
saw_heliAgent is synthesized using SynMain.
Due to space limitation, we only highlight the main
idea of SynMain. In SynMain, if a situation monitored by
an SAW agent depends on context data collected by other
SAW agent, proper input actions will be generated, and the
data retrieved by input actions will be used to instantiate
the sub-process for monitoring the situation. The input
actions and subsequent instantiation statement of subprocesses are concatenated using “par”.
For (AS2), its required input list reqL2 contains external
variable ALoc. By searching the situation specifications,
situation “accidentDetected” provides the value of ALoc.
Hence an input action (L16 in Fig. 4) is synthesized to
collect ALoc. Then the sub-process for analyzing situation
“withinRange”(AS2) is instantiated with an input
parameter (ALoc) (L16 in Fig. 4). Similarly, we can also
generate the instantiation statement for the sub-process
that monitors situation “canUseHeli” (CS2).
Finally, the instantiation statements for the two subprocesses are composed using “par” (L16 in Fig. 4). And a
recursion statement is added at the end of saw_heliAgent.
SynComp algorithm:
0 For each composite situation specification cSi:

Defi → k([x0, … , xn, cSi], monitor_until(fi, condi), A0 )

1
2

7

If cSi is defined using situation operator P or H, go to
Line 6; otherwise continue to Line 2
For each formula k([c0, …, cj, Sj], Aj) in Defi,

3
4
4a
4b
5

Generate an input action ch Sj (x0, … , xn, Sj_result)
to get the information of Sj
Generate a condition expression condExpj for Sj:
If Sj is the name of a situation, then generate
(Sj_result = true)
If Sj is in the form not(Sj’), where Sj’ is the name of
a situation, then generate (Sj_result = false)
Concatenate all the input actions using “par” or
“plus”, generate the corresponding conditional
evaluation as follows and then go to Line 7:

5a

For a conjunction (∧) in Defi, the corresponding
input actions are concatenated using “par”, and the
condition expressions are concatenated using “and”

5b

For a disjunction (∨) in Defi, the corresponding
input actions are concatenated using “plus”, and the
condition expressions are concatenated using “or”
If cSi is defined using situation operator P or H, Defi
has the following form:

6

∀T CurrentTime - ϖ < T < CurrentTime - ϖ + ε
∧ k([c0, …, cj, Sj], Aj)

6a
6b
6c
6d
7

8

Generate an input action to get the information of Sj
Get current time ts, generate statement for invoking
service appendHistory(Sj, value of Sj, ts, Aj)
Generate statement for invoking service chkSituP(Sj,
ω , ε, Aj) or chkSituH(Sj, ω , ε, Aj)
Generate statement for invoking service
retrieveRelatedData(Sj, ω , ε, Aj)
Generate if-then-else statements with the generated
conditional evaluations, and placed them after all the
input actions. Output actions for sending the situation
analysis result and actions to be triggered are added
on proper branches as in SynAtom
Generate statement for recursion and termination as
in SynAtom

5. Evaluations
To examine the applicability of our approach to realworld applications, we have evaluated the computational
cost of each step in our approach based on analytical
results and a case study. A Prolog-based implementation
of our agent synthesis algorithms, and a compiler
developed using GENTLE, is used in our case study. In
the following descriptions, the number of situations used
in the definition of a composite situation is referred to as
Composition Factor (CF).
For Step (1), a case study has been done, in which a
novice user and an expert user used our SAW modeling
tool to model the SAW requirements of an application
with 19 services, 10 atomic situations, 5 composite
situations (average CF = 2.2) and 21 relations for reactive

behaviors. The times spent by the users are shown in the
following table:
Studying
the tool Service
Novice 35 min. 35 min.
Expert
10 min.

Modeling
Atomic situ. Comp. situ. Relation
30 min.
8 min.
20 min.
10 min.
5 min.
5 min.

Hence, we can estimate that an average user will spend
about 1, 2 and 0.5 minutes in modeling a service, an
atomic situation and a relation respectively with our tool.
The time needed for modeling a composite situation
increases as CF grows. Since our approach allows reusing
defined situations to compose new situations, CF can be
effectively reduced to a small number.
For Step (2), the complexity of the translation from
model representations to AS3 logic specifications is O(G),
where G is the size of the graphical representations for
SAW requirements. For Step (3), the complexity of the
entire agent synthesis process is dominated by the
complexity of SynAtom, which is O(m*(m+n)*x), where
m is the number of atomic situations, n is the number of
services, and x is the maximum length of the specifications
of atomic situations. This shows that our agent synthesis
process is efficient (has polynomial time complexity), and
has good scalability. In our case study, Steps (2), (3) and
(4) together only took less than 10 seconds.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented an approach to
automated agent synthesis for SAW in service-based
systems. Our approach is based on our SAW model and
AS3 calculus and logic. Service and SAW specification
format in AS3 logic is presented. Algorithms for automated
synthesis of SAW agents are described. SAW agents
synthesized using our approach can analyze atomic
situations based on results of various context operations
provided in a service-based system, and the logical or
temporal composition of situations. Currently, the SAW
agents are only capable of truth-value based situation
analysis. Future work in this direction includes consistency
and redundancy checking on the specification,
development of support for agent deployment and agent
mobility, and extensions for handling fuzzy situations.
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